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 Thomas C. Wallace, PhD, has devoted the last twenty-five years of his career as a 

psychologist to researching concepts of empathy and spirituality as applied to maintaining 

mental health. Now semi-retired, he lives with his wife in a farming community in Washington, 

where he writes for the public’s benefit.  Tom has been a member of Spokane Authors and Self-

Publishers for the last few years. 

 

Continue below for information about Tom’s book. 
(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN code) 

To Kill a Poacher: A Psychological Case Study in 

Empathic Health and Applied 

Spirituality    0595475442 

 Jake Morgan is a friendly and polite man of 

adequate intelligence when he is sober. Materially, he 

provides well for his wife and seven children. But he has 

a dark side so prevalent that the local law enforcement 

gives their best effort to capture him. In his small, rural 

community, the crime Jake commits is more serious than 

murder. A lesson in empathy, To Kill A Poacher uses the 

case study of Jake's life to explain what empathy is and 



how it develops. Author Thomas C. Wallace provides stories from the Bible that help drive 

home the lessons that are a mix of psychology and spirituality. He introduces the systematic 

development of empathy and the three general principles from which such development arises: 

civility, compassion, and integrity. To illustrate the dynamic qualities of this study, Wallace 

skillfully feathers his research of Jake, an infamous poacher who lived and died violently in 

mountainous rural America. Jake had numerous enemies who wanted to see him dead, 

especially law enforcement. Wallace tries to determine who was responsible for setting the 

stage in Jake's murder and what inhibited his safety. Birds have sanctuaries. Where was Jake's 

sanctuary? 
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